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QUIZ ON CAUSATION – LAW1510 (TORT 1)  
 

MONDAY, 18/11/2019 
10.00 AM – 10.00 PM 

 
Instructions: 
 Email the answers to these questions by email to sonny@iium.edu.my  
 The answer need not be in a separate document, suffice it to be written in the email by listing the number and its answer 

(a, b, c or d). In your email, please state clearly your full name and IIUM matric number. 
 Answer is accepted up to Monday, 18th November 2019 at 10.00pm (Malaysia Time). 
 Each question carries half (1/2) mark. Total mark is 10. 

 
 

1. In order to establish negligence, plaintiff must prove that defendant’s breach of duty led to the plaintiff’s 
injury. This is known as: 

a. Neighbour principle 
b. Proximity principle 
c. Causation principle 
d. Remoteness principle 

 
2. Causation in ______ requires that the damage suffered by plaintiff is not too remote or not interrupted by a 

new factor. The missing word(s) is: 
a. Fact 
b. Law 
c. Negligence 
d. Public policy 

 
3. Due to Bolam’s negligent driving, Rogers was injured. Rogers then sued Bolam for negligence. The ‘but-for 

test’ is proven against Bolam if: 
a. Rogers’s injury may happen because of Bolam’s breach 
b. Rogers’s injury would have happened irrespective of Bolam’s breach 
c. Rogers’s injury would not have happened had Bolam not been in breach 
d. Rogers’s injury would not have happened if Rogers is not negligent himself 

 
4. The ‘but-for test’ cannot be strictly used in the following circumstances, except: 

a. When plaintiff’s injury is caused by intervening act by a third party 
b. When plaintiff’s injury is caused by several incidents that happen simultaneously 
c. When plaintiff’s injury is potentially caused by two or more causes  
d. When plaintiff’s injury is caused successively by several factors one after another 

 
5. When plaintiff’s injury could be caused by X and/or Y factors, he cannot claim compensation from those who 

caused X factor unless, on the balance of probabilities,: 
a. Plaintiff proves that X poses certain possibility to cause the injury 
b. Plaintiff proves that X has materially contributed to his injury 
c. Plaintiff proves that X is the first factor that triggered his injury 
d. Plaintiff proves that X is the last cause before the actual injury was effected  

 
6. Adam (a pedestrian) was badly injured when he was hit by a car driven by Koko then was further hit by a 

motorcycle ridden by Kaka. Applying the case of Fitzgerald v Lane, which of the following is true? 
a. Both Koko and Kaka should not be liable because the exact cause of Adam’s injury was unknown 
b. Both Koko and Kaka should be liable because each contributed to the injury 
c. Either Koko or Kaka should be solely liable due to the but-for test  
d. Either Koko or Kaka should voluntarily accept the liability 

 
7. Dozens of chickens in Yaya’s farm died. She discovered that the chickens were exposed to harmful substances 

in the pond near the farm. At the same time, the State’s health officer just announced a spread of a deadly 
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virus in the neighbourhood that attack poultry. Yaya wishes to sue Adudu, the factory owner responsible for 
the substances in the pond. In this case, which of the following is not applicable? 

a. Yaya must prove that the chickens would not have died had Adudu not been negligent  
b. Yaya must prove that the death due to the substances was beyond a mere possibility  
c. Yaya must provide a positive proof that the substances had caused chickens’ death 
d. Yaya must prove that the factory’s substances had materially contributed to the chicken’s death 

 
8. Sara felt a severe pain in her abdomen and decided to see a doctor in the midnight. The on-duty nurse told Sara 

that the doctor was not around and had advised her to go home and come back in the morning. Immediately 
afterwards Sara died at home due to an arsenic poisoning. Sara’s husband sued the doctor on negligence. 
Referring to a decided case law on similar situation, which statement of the following is true? 

a. Defendant is not liable because his duty does not extend to seeing the patient in such circumstances 
b. Defendant is not liable because Sara is a weak person suffering from a specific health problem 
c. Defendant is not liable because it was the arsenic poisoning, not his failure to attend Sara, that has 

caused her death 
d. Defendant is not liable because Sara’s failure to seek other doctor is an intervening conduct 

 
9. Which of the following statements does not correctly describe the present position of causation in law? 

a. Causation in law is proven when the damage is not too remote  
b. Plaintiff has to prove that his injury is a direct consequence of defendant’s act no matter how slight the 

link 
c. Damage is too remote when it is not reasonably foreseeable by the defendant 
d. Plaintiff has to prove that his injury has not been caused by any new factor 

 
10. The test of remoteness of damage is: 

a. Whether or not the damage directly or indirectly originates from the defendant’s act  
b. Whether or not the damage is caused exclusively by that particular defendant 
c. Whether or not the damage is such that is legally recognised by court 
d. Whether or not the damage is reasonably foreseeable by the defendant 

 
11. The defendant in the case of Re Wagond Mound No. 1 was not held liable for the fire damage suffered by 

plaintiff because: 
a. The damage of wharf by fire was not related to defendant’s act 
b. The damage of wharf by fire was not a direct consequence of defendant’s act 
c. Defendant could not reasonably foresee the damage of wharf by fire 
d. Defendant could not reasonably foresee the extent of the damage by fire 

 
12. The decision in Re Polemis was criticised because of the following, except: 

a. It goes against the current ideas of justice and morality 
b. It expands the neighbour principle arbitrarily 
c. It imposes defendant’s liability for all consequences that can be said to be direct 
d. It imposes liability for all direct consequences regardless their foreseeability 

 
13. Causation was not proven in the case of Government of Malaysia v. Jumat bin Mahmud because: 

a. The student’s injury was not reasonably foreseeable as a result of the teacher’s act 
b. The student’s injury was caused by his classmate   
c. The teacher did not breach his standard of duty 
d. The teacher could not foresee his breach will cause injury to that student 

 
14. In applying the reasonable foresight test the court will consider the following, except: 

a. The causation is there even when the plaintiff had suffered his own illness before breach 
b. It is the kind of the injury, not the precise manner of how it happens, which is foreseeable 
c. The defendant cannot foresee plaintiff’s injury if other people would not normally suffer the same 
d. The seriousness of the harm is not relevant in determining whether such injury is foreseeable 

 
15. Which of the following statement about the egg-shell skull rule is correct? 
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a. A tort-victim cannot use his condition to prove remoteness of damage 
b. A tort-victim can use his condition to prove the breach of duty 
c. A tortfeasor can use his victim’s condition to show unreasonableness 
d. A tortfeasor cannot use his victim’s incapability as a break of chain of causation 

 
16. When there is an intervening act between defendant’s breach of duty and plaintiff’s injury, the accruing injury 

finally suffered by plaintiff is: 
a. a reasonable consequence 
b. a breach to the duty of care 
c. too remotely caused by defendant 
d. an egg-shell skull condition 

 
17. The defendant in Hugh v Lord Advocate was liable for causing injury to the boy who fell into an unattended 

manhole because: 
a. He left the manhole without enough supervision 
b. The boy’s injury was directly caused by defendant though the type of injury was not foreseeable  
c. The boy’s injury by fire was foreseeable even though his falling and the violent explosion were not 
d. He cannot argue that defendant’s young age caused such an extraordinary injury to him 

 
18. When applied, an egg-shell skull rule works in favour of the ____________; while the Novus Actus 

Interveniens works for the benefit of the _____________. The correct words for both spaces are: 
a. Plaintiff and Defendant 
b. Defendant and Plaintiff 
c. Plaintiff and Third party 
d. Tortfeasor and Defendant 

 
19. Kenny was injured in his left leg due to an accident caused by Ron. The next day, when climbing over a 

mango tree in front of his house, he lost a balance and jumped to the ground, injuring his right leg in the 
process. Kenny then sued Ron for the injury in his both legs. Which of the following is not true? 

a. Kenny’s injured right leg is not caused by Ron because he cannot reasonably foresee it 
b. Kenny’s injured right leg should be remedied because egg-shell skull rule applies 
c. Kenny’s injured right leg is a Novus Actus Interveniens 
d. Kenny’s injured right leg is caused by his own subsequent unreasonable conduct 

 
20. Due to Romlah’s negligence, Sim’s house was damaged and he has to temporarily evacuate his house until the 

house is completely repaired by Romlah. The empty house was not guarded and then intruded by thieves who 
stole valuables from there. The following are true except: 

a. Romlah is liable for the damaged house as a reasonably direct consequence of her act 
b. Romlah is liable for the stolen valuables as a foreseeable consequence of her act 
c. Romlah is not liable for the stolen valuables because the theft is a Novus Actus Interveniens  
d. Romlah is not liable for losses which are too remote  


